
The Pinniped Affair: 
Confessions of a Pacific Marine Mammal Center Volunteer

by Suellen Zima
All photos in this article courtesy of PMMC
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continued on page 3

Editor’s Note: Suellen Zima is a Friend of Fitzgerald Marine Reserve who lives 
in southern California. In this essay, Suellen shares some of her experiences as a volun-
teer with the Pacific Marine Mammal Center (PMMC) in Laguna Beach. -- JK

It’s hard to believe there was a time I couldn’t have even guessed the meaning 
of the word, “pinniped.” Since 2001, I have spent most of my Sunday afternoons 
in the company of the creatures with that lofty appellation, which is the scientific 
designation of seals, sea lions, and their kin. I know I’m in love.

Although I can’t claim it was love at first sight, there was a definite attraction 
I felt when I wandered into a marine mammal rescue center in Laguna Beach on 
my way to somewhere else. As the docent on duty explained facts about the ani-
mals I saw that day, she mentioned that she was a volunteer. I actually felt a thrill 
run through me when she said that. And I signed up. The duties of an animal care 
volunteer seemed just too energetic and risky given my slow reaction time and no 
health insurance. But I thought I could handle a docent’s job of greeting visitors, 
explaining about the animals, and doing presentations for groups such as scouts 
and school children.

Given the natural patterns of seal and sea lion rescue, the center’s busiest 
time is usually in the spring and early summer. Slower months allow more time to 
read up on pinnipeds, ask questions of the staff, and just enjoy being in the sun 
and company of whichever patients we have at the time. Gracie, a beautiful, large, 
misnamed male Great Egret, usually hangs out nearby waiting opportunistically 
for fish at feeding time.

I have gone from not having a clue as to the differences between seals and sea 
lions to telling people how to distinguish our three main groups of patients—sea 
lions, harbor seals, and elephant seals. I have gotten to know some of the staff, 
who are also mainly volunteers, and have come to understand why they choose to 
spend their leisure hours cleaning out pens and risking being bitten by ungrateful 
patients. I have discovered a different group of people than I had known before.

The patients are named by the rescuers according to the seasons, holidays, where they were 
rescued, movie heroes, current events, size, and personalities. Sometimes we go through periods of 
naming them according to themes, such as different types of cheese or fashion designers.

Adorable Chauncy

Nick
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Our Mission:
To inspire the preservation of our 

unique intertidal environment 
through education and the  

support of research.

The graph displayed across the  
page bottoms shows tides for 
11/24/08 to 6/22/09. Where the 
date appears is midnight. The 
reefs are accessible for exploring 
only during low tides. See: www. 
fitzgeraldreserve.org/resources.
html and click on “high and low 
tides,” for a more detailed tide 
chart. Note: the lowest tides this 
period are:   

 -1.89 12/13 5:07 pm
 -1.69 1/10 4:06 pm
 -1.17 2/8 3:49 pm
 -1.41 4/27 6:58 am
 -1.90 5/26 6:47 am

Board of Directors News
We are sorry to report the resignation of Friends of Fitzgerald Marine Reserve board 

member Tina Conway.

“She’s just been a great benefit to the reserve and the Friends,” says Ranger Steve Durkin, 
citing Tina’s Field Trip Foundation and the way she brought the Environmental Volunteers to 
the reserve.

“She’s always given the most dynamic and engaging welcome talk. The kids are always 
mesmerized by her,” Ranger Sarah Lenz adds.

President Mary DeLong says, “Tina pushed us to a new level of professionalism and 
brought a lot of experience with her own foundation to the board. She was the driving force of 
our fundraising efforts as well as changing our logo.”

Fellow board member Linda Ciotti says, “I will really miss Tina's presence, knowledge, 
and thoughtful consideration of matters that come before our board. She was on the design 
committee for the interpretive center and involved in the meetings with the Acorn Group 
where her judgment and insight were very helpful. She also had really good ideas for the train-
ing class and continuing education events. Over the last two years she handled the interpretive 
techniques and teaching strategies for the training class. Her enthusiasm and past experience 
with other non-profits was so valuable to the board.”

Tina says that her Field Trip Foundation, which provides field trip transportation and 
support for classrooms in disadvantaged schools, continues to thrive. “We are scheduling our 
trips now for the elephant seal haul-out in a few months. This season, we will sponsor over 
1200 students at Año Nuevo in eight to ten weeks. Scheduling each for a classroom program 
in advance is always a challenge, but it's a much richer experience for the students when they 
are well prepared.”

Tina plans to continue volunteering as a naturalist at FMR, so we will continue to see 
her giving her inspiring “welcome” talk to groups and leading tours on the reef. We want to 
thank Tina for her years of service as a board member. Her dedication and creativity were an 
inspiration to us all!

The county parks management team has decided that having rangers sit on the board as 
voting members is a conflict of interest, so Ranger Steve Durkin and Ranger Sarah Lenz have 
resigned. They will continue to act in an advisory role.  

Coastal Cleanup 2008
More than 63,000 volunteers turned out for the 24th annual California Coastal Cleanup 

Day on September 20, 2008. They picked up more than 814,154 pounds of trash and an ad-
ditional 132,277 pounds of recyclable ma-
terials at 750 lakes, ocean beaches, inland 
waterways, and other sites. Locally, county 
parks staff and Friends of Fitzgerald Marine 
Reserve volunteers helped sign in clean-up 
volunteers at the Mirada Surf West/Surfer’s 
Beach area. A total of 60 volunteers worked 
from 9 a.m. to noon and recovered 500 
pounds of trash and another 250 pounds of 
recycling.  

FMR staff help volunteers check in  
at a past annual Coastal Cleanup. 
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The names are not given to them so we 
can “talk” to the animals. These are wild crea-
tures, and they will be returned to the wild when 
healthy again. Bonding to humans is not a goal 
and definitely not preferable for these animals to 
whom people usually mean trouble, pain, pollu-
tion, and even death. Although some pinnipeds 
are attacked by sharks and killer whales, their 
most fearsome enemies both directly and indi-
rectly are humans.

There have been a handful of exceptions 
to the "no touching, talking, cuddling" rule. 
These have been sea lion infants whose mothers 
died from domoic acid poisoning. Following the 
food chain, algae, small marine plants, are eat-
en by fish like sardines and anchovies and then 
in turn are ingested by pregnant females who 
eat voraciously in the springtime before giving 
birth in the summer. Why certain types of algae 
sometimes produce this poisonous domoic acid 
is still unknown, but research is ongoing. Unfor-
tunately, the toxin accumulates as it moves up 
the food chain and often these pregnant females 
suffer permanent brain damage and death as a 
result.

Since the sea lion mother normally has 
a close, intimate relationship with her baby for 
eight to twelve months, the infants simply die 
without deep bonding. And so we have hand-
raised, cuddled, bottle fed, and played with 
these infants. But, since we are not able to teach 
them how to survive in the wild, we raise them 
for about six months and then find a permanent 
zoo or wildlife park for the rest of their lives.

Over the years, I remember several animals 
as individual personalities. Summer was brought 
in looking exactly like the starving sea lion in 
one of our posters. Every rib poked out of her 
pathetic body. Parasites and worms had robbed 
her body of nutrition. Slowly she came back to 
life again and was returned to the wild looking 
like a poster sea lion for “happy and healthy.”

Little Tyke was a harbor seal that lost 
her mom before she learned how to fish. After 
being force-fed, she didn’t seem interested in 
learning how to fish for herself. Patiently prob-
ing the child psychology of a pinniped’s mind, 
our staff tried various ways of giving fishing les-
sons to Little Tyke. Eventually, Little Tyke got 

the hang of swallowing a 
fish, but had no interest 
in “catching” it. Since we 
feed them dead fish that 
don’t move, the staff tied a 
string to the fish to make 
it wiggle in the water. 
Little Tyke became more 
interested, but was fright-
ened to put her head deep 
into the water in the big 
pool. What to try next? A 
kiddie wading pool was 
the answer because Little 
Tyke eventually dared to 
put her head into the shal-
low water to scoop up the 
fish.

Because Little 
Tyke was so young 
when she came to 
us, she stayed a cou-
ple of months be-
yond the usual two 
or three. After five 
months, she was re-
leased with another 
harbor seal. Her 
recollections of the 
open sea were few  
and long ago be-
cause she had only 
only spent about 
two weeks in 

Pinniped, continued

Different capture techniques are used during rescues. 

Pet crates are used to transport patients to and 
from rescue and release sites.

JoJo
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the wild. When she 
was brought close 
to the sea, and her 
kennel door was 
opened, she only 
tentatively came out. 
Overwhelmed, she 
stuck like glue to her 
buddy. With several 
looks back at us with 
confusion—and did I 
detect excitement?—
she followed her big-
ger adopted brother. 
We hoped she’d be as 
happy, healthy, and 

well fed as she had been with us. I can’t deny a 
lump in my throat.

But the very first release I saw was the in-
carnation of pure joy. Three sea lions that had 
been together for a few months were brought 
“home” together. When their kennel doors were 
opened, they literally raced for the sea and kept 
going and going and going—out and out and 
out—and, most amazingly, porpoising in abso-
lute synchrony all the way. 

On reflection, our joy was tempered by 
the thought of the dangers we had sent them 
out into. Not only could they be killed by 
storms and sharks, but also by the intentional 
and unintentional cruelty of humans. Humans 
have been known 
to club, gaff, or 
shoot sea lions that 
are competing for 
the same fish. Such 
was the fate of  
two magnificent 
adult male sea li-
ons that were shot 
in the shoulder, 
rendering them 
unable to swim. I 
watched helplessly 
as they died from 
man's inhumanity 
to animals.

It is not only 
Walt Disney who 

anthropomorphizes animals into characters we 
can understand. And yet, watching the seals and 
sea lions, I can really see many of the same char-
acteristics of humans. Some adjust easily to the 
unfamiliar surroundings and human caretakers. 
Some become aggressive. Some passive-aggres-
sively refuse to eat in a show of resistance to 
their caretakers. Some are playful, curious, and 
cute. Others behave much like brats and bullies  
who gang up on weaker members of their own 
species.

Is it only my imagination when I see dig-
nity and stoicism in the face of a dying animal? 
Their pain and suffering is universal. Do some 
know they are dying? Ask the caretaker who 
had a young sea lion crawl into her lap, put its 
head on her shoulder, sigh, and die. One might  
expect this of a trained animal that had 

The very first release I 

saw was the incarnation 

of pure joy . . . When 

their kennel doors were 

opened, they literally 

raced for the sea and 

kept going and going 

and going...

Moonbeam

Pinniped, continued

Nutritious vitamin-enriched seafood "milkshakes" 
are administered to some patients.
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Palmer

Young people tour the PMMC to learn about the 
pinnipeds being treated and how they can help 
preserve ocean life.

bonded to a human trainer, but our animals  
are wild and unbonded. We are brought to-
gether by their medical needs. While there is no 
encouragement of bonding, there is definitely  
communication.

Humans agonize endlessly, politically and 
morally, about euthanasia, but there is no need 
for Kevorkians to champion the cause in the vet-
erinary world. It has long been believed that put-
ting animals to “sleep” is humane. At our center, 
after a sedative is administered, I have watched 
our staff of caretakers stand protectively around 
the animal, much like a deathbed vigil, while the 
solution that will stop its heart is given.

Death is an inescapable consequence of 
life, whether for a plant, an animal, or a human. 
This is a reality no one can change. When an 
animal dies in our care, either naturally or by 
euthanasia, our veterinarian performs a necrop-
sy. I find it interesting that some of the animal 
care workers will do anything to keep an animal 
alive, but once it’s dead, they don’t watch the 
necropsy. I feel sad the animal has died, but I am 
keenly interested in watching the necropsy and 
learning how much our bodies have in common.

“Just like us,” the vet often comments as 
he cuts, slices, and probes. It is during a nec-
ropsy that we can see all too clearly the cancer, 
the stomachs and intestines clogged with indi-
gestible plastic bags and balloons, fishhooks and 
lines, and other indications of how humans are 
destructively changing the environment for all 
living creatures.

Getting to know the animals and their 
caretakers has enriched my life in many ways. 
The pinnipeds led me to study oceanography at 
our community college. During the oceanogra-
phy course, I heard some enticing information 
about Iceland. I chose going to Iceland as my 
celebration for my 60th birthday. My desire to 
see whales in the wild strengthened and, in Feb-
ruary of 2005, I spent an absolutely incredible 
afternoon surrounded by gray whales in Baja 
California, Mexico.

Now that I have mentally entered a wa-
tery world more complex than I ever imagined, 
I envy my pinniped friends who can close their 
nostrils, hold their breath and dive deep for long 
periods of time. I envy their grace in the water 
and their comfort in a world that is so foreign, 
fascinating, and frightening to me.  

About the Pacific Marine  
Mammal Center

The Pacific Marine Mammal Center is a non-
profit organization in Laguna Beach, California, found-
ed in 1971. Over the years a small paid staff and many 
dedicated volunteers have rescued, medically rehabili-
tated, and released hundreds of harbor seals, northern 
elephant seals, California sea lions, and northern fur 
seals. The center also performs research and offers out-
reach programs to increase public awareness of marine 
mammals and their environment. For more informa-
tion, go to www.pacificmmc.org.

. . . watching the seals 

and sea lions, I see 

many human  

characteristics. . . . 

Some are playful,  

curious, and cute. 

Others behave much 

like brats and  

bullies who gang up 

on weaker members of 

their own species.
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Salova Comes Back Home
On August 23, 2008, an emaciated male 

harbor seal pup was rescued from FMR by the 
Marine Mammal Center (MMC). After sev-
eral weeks of medical treatment for lungworms 
(Otostrongylus) and malnutrition, Salova was 
released back into the intertidal zone at FMR 

on September 12. Unlike most of the rehabili-
tated pinnipeds released at the reserve, Salova is 
a member of the colony that calls FMR home. 
We hope he stays here so that we can all watch 
him live a long and healthy life.

A small group of volunteers and staff gathered to welcome 
Salova home.

Salova peered through the bars of his crate as 
Park Aide Dominic Marconi and MMC workers 
carried him down to the beach.

After examining his new surroundings from his open crate for 
a few minutes, Salova wiggled cautiously out. Salova's somewhat ragged appearance was caused by natu-

ral molting or sloughing of the fur that happens annually.

Salova plunged right in and swam a few laps around one of 
our giant tide pools as he settled back in.

Salova's well-wishers moved down toward the waterline to 
watch him settle in.
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Ranger Steve
Ranager Steven J. Durkin’s official title is  

“San Mateo County Department of Parks Park 
Ranger III.” But the supervising park ranger at 
Fitzgerald Marine Reserve (FMR) is better known 
as simply “Ranger Steve” to the kids and volun-
teers he works with. Steve has spent 28 years (five 
of those part-time) working for the county in 
eight different units. His first full-time job with 
the county was working in the Coyote Point Ma-
rina, a position for which he took several weeks of 
training with the U.S. Coast Guard.

“I enjoyed moving from park to park, 
meeting new people, and learning about new eco-
systems,” Steve says. He had been working at the 
Crystal Springs unit for about eight years when 
he was tapped to work with Bob Breen, then the 
supervising ranger at Fitzgerald Marine Reserve. 
“I had the great fortune of working under Bob’s 
guidance for about seven years before he retired.”

FMR is exactly where Steve wants to be 
now; he has formed a deep connection with the 
reserve and has no intention of moving to any 
other park unit. “Any given day, I know I may 
witness something amazing washing ashore.” In 
his years at FMR, Steve has had the opportunity 
to learn hands-on about a deepwater-dwelling rat-
fish, a bat ray, a puffin, a giant octopus, and most 
recently a leatherback turtle (see related story page 
8). These encounters usually send him scram-
bling for reference books to learn more. “There’s a 
sense of wonder and exploration every day I go to 
work—what’s today going to bring?

“Once I noticed a harbor seal at the sur-
face, and it seemed to be eating, behavior I’d not 
seen before. When I got my binoculars on it, I 
realized it was holding a tentacle from a giant  
octopus, clasping the tentacle between its fore- 
limbs, and chewing on it like it had a snowcone.”

Steve was raised in Pacifica, one of five kids. 
“We used to sneak into what is now San Pedro 
Valley Park to explore and catch snakes and lizards 
until the farmer who owned it ran us off with a 
shotgun,” Steve recounts with a laugh. “I started 
volunteering at San Pedro as soon as it became a 
park, then became a park aide, and finally a ranger.” 
It’s fitting that Steve now makes his home in San 
Pedro Valley Park, where he is the resident ranger.

Much as he loves being a 
ranger, Steve initially planned to 
follow in the professional footsteps 
of his father, who taught high 
school in San Francisco. Because of 
his broad interests in science and 
nature, he studied earth science 
and geology in college, but ended 
up cutting his education short to 
take his first job as a ranger. He has 
taken various continuing educa-
tion courses over the years and is 
one class away from getting a parks 
management degree.

Steve loves working at FMR in part because 
it does give him a chance to teach in an amazing 
natural classroom. “I get to spend about sixty-five 
percent of my time here doing interpretive work, 
interacting with kids of all ages, and instilling a 
sense of stewardship. I love seeing the ah-ha mo-
ment in a kid’s eyes when they get what an amazing 
place this is. I especially love working with inner- 
city kids who are thrilled by the new environment 
and are jazzed by the whole experience.” The rest 
of his work hours are divided between law enforce-
ment and maintenance.

The biggest downside to the job of being su-
pervising park ranger at FMR is the toll that all the 
time in the field and the manual labor of mainte-
nance takes on his body. “I was a gazelle when I first 
got here, leaping around on the reef without a care 
in the world. Now my knees are going!”

Steve’s hobbies include photography and 
playing guitar. He’s also a singer, and has performed 
in choirs, musicals, plays, and recitals. He has been 
the front man in several bands and enjoys every-
thing from opera to rock-and-roll.

The travel bug has taken him to the Galapa-
gos, New Zealand, and Europe in the past. More 
recently his strong interest in Asian culture has led 
him to explore Vietnam, Thailand, Malysia, and 
Myanmar (Burma). He hopes to travel to the calv-
ing lagoons of the gray whales in Baja California, 
Mexico some time soon.

He lives alone and adores his pug, Nina  
Boboh, who is named for a figure in an Indonesian 
fairy tale. 

Staff Spotlight

“Once I noticed 

a harbor seal at 

the surface, and 

it seemed to be 

eating, behavior 

I’d not seen before. 

When I got my 

binoculars on it, I 

realized it  

was holding a  

tentacle from a 

giant octopus,  

clasping the  

tentacle between 

its fore-limbs, and 

chewing on it like 

it had a snowcone.”
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Our naturalist training is an incredible opportunity to learn about the ecology, habitats, and adaptations of  
life in the tide pools. 

“I enjoyed learning something new and different because I wanted to learn about it, not 
because I had to for school or work.”  — Volunteer Naturalist Julie Walters
The goals of the Friends of Fitzgerald Marine Reserve are "the protection and preservation of the marine reserve as 

a unique intertidal environment and the promotion of educational activities for school children, residents, visitors and  
researchers, to see and touch many elements of wildlife ecosystems."

“I enjoy being able to instill a sense of wonder, excitement and love for the natural world 
to others, children and adults alike. Even in the tiniest tidepool, there is so much life to 
discover and share.”   — Volunteer Naturalist Darlene Wong
Our naturalists help to promote our goals by sharing their knowledge and passion for the intertidal by talking 

to FMR visitors on the weekends, during school field trips and tours, in the visitor center and through outreach op-
portunities at fairs and other environmental gatherings. It is a rewarding experience to share the wonders of the ocean 
with people eager to know more.

“My favorite thing about being a naturalist is sharing that magical, life-changing moment 
with a child, when you see their eyes light up because they understand the importance of 
what they just learned, and then go on to realize they really care about it, and want to 
learn more.”    — Volunteer Naturalist Jill Ehring 

• Class runs 10 am – 3 pm on Saturdays from January 24 – March 7 (no class Feb 14)
• In addition to class time, you will spend six mentoring hours working with current volunteer naturalists  

and assist with two tours at the reserve to successfully complete the course. 
• Materials fee: $65

To learn more about our program please call Mary DeLong at (650) 728-5917 or email her at:  
mary@moonpuppy.net.

Feel free to pass on this information to your friends who may be interested!

Volunteer Naturalist Training 
January 24 – March 7, 2009
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I want to double the value of my gift through my 
employer's matching gift program (please enclose 
the matching gift forms).
Please contact me about volunteer opportunities.

The Friends of Fitzgerald Marine Reserve (FFMR) have 
been stressing the importance of reducing, reusing, and recy-
cling in our educational outreach for years. FFMR board mem-
bers Linda Ciotti and Mary DeLong point out that New Leaf 

Community Markets in Half Moon Bay gives reusing a new 
twist: bring your own bag to the market and you’ll get a token 
at the cash register. You can then drop the token into a con-
tainer near the front door to make a donation to any of several 
local nonprofit organizations—including FFMR!

New Leaf is also making it easier to care for our oceans 
by taking a lot of the guess work out of finding sustainably har-
vested seafood. Sustainable fishing takes into account not only 
how well the target species is managed, but also considers the 
impact on other species (bycatch) and on habitat. New Leaf 
no longer even carries seafood that was harvested in an unsus-
tainable manner. They use color-coding to indicate whether a 
seafood is harvested completely sustainably (green) or whether 
there are still some concerns about its impact on ocean health 
(yellow). They even include icons that indicate which harvest 
method was used!

We’d like to thank New Leaf Community Markets for 
caring about the environment and supporting FFMR.

New Leaf Supports FFMR and Ocean Conservation

Our 2008 campers decorated reusable shopping bags  
during Junior Rangers camp.


